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PART

Ol~:

GENESIS

Introductions Epic and negative Epic
Many critics have approached the subject of modern epic, but
like E. :M. w. Tillyard, 1 they dismiss "eccentric" literature from
consideration on the claim that the execution of epic requires
"balance" and "objectivity."

It seems unfortunate to dismiss works

that--while remaining essentially negativistic and subjective in
their impact-uniquely capture the spirit of their milieu and refract in a singul.a.r vre.y a. "chorio" effect (to borrow Tillyard 1 s tem)J

, that is, "the unconscious metapeysic of a group. 112 To accommodate
the inverted comparison betv1een epic and certain individuated works
by modern authors, I here attempt to define a. form I call the "negative epic." The term negative epic, as I use it, implies a narrative form that opposes traditional epic both in conventions and in
assertions about the society with which it deals.
lies on analysis of plot patterns&
the negative quest in negative epic.

The comparison re-

essentially, the quest in epic and
In outlining an evolution for the

· negative epic, I begin with the contrast between the ancient epics and

1a! EEfjlieh Epic ~ 1!§. Background (New
Oxford University Press, 1966), P• a.

1E. M. VI• Tillyardt

Yorks

2Ibid., p. 9. For fUrther discussion of "choric effect," see
below, pates 23 and 56.
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the Bibler then I deal with Jonathan Swift and George Gordon, Lord
Byron to prepare for an a.nalysis of three modern novels by Andre
Gide, Louis-Ferdinand Celine, and Malcolm Lowry. At the center of
the comparisons lies a recurrent narrative pattern.
Analyzing na.:tTative patterns by defining their relation to the
epic fonn holds at least three advantages.

First, the antiquity of

the epic allows comparisons that involve large temporal spans. Second, the close relation of epic to its society reveals important
changes in the relations between a nar:rr:+tive and its purlieus.

Third,

the emphasis placed on the hero and his code pennita contra.at bet\veen
differing views of ma.n, his dignity, and his ideal.role.
in

The hero,

plot structures which revolve about a central figure, becomes in-

extricably involved in w.a.lysis of narrative fonn; and of'ten analysis
of plot movement must unuvoida.blj' include movement of the central
figure.

Thus the epic hero has provided and will continue to provide

the best factor in a ooraparison between ancient and modern narrative
structure, when that structure focunes on t11e problem of hero.
The narrative base for the epic structure, through which the
epic hero expresses hie heroism, is the quest. A basic distinction
between epic and negative epic, hero and negative hero relies on the
contrast between questt with its constructive external. goal, and negative quest, with its atrophy and internalization. This present discussion will attempt analysis based on historical development, succinctly treated, of a peculiar plot deliquescence that evolves from
stories with descending plot lines.
The distinction betv1een the ascending (meaning up toward success)
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narrative pattern of the epic and the descending (meaning down toward
failure)

lia.rrative pattern of the negative epic involves the treatment

·of hero, which, in turn, involves the treatment of man' a role in his
society. At the base of western culture lie

tv10

generally identifi-

able currents which affect concepts of heroism and a horo 1s relation
to his society: . the Greco-Roman and the Judaic-Christian.

The lit-

erature produced by these distinct cultures demonstrates disparate
wa:ys of representing man's confrontation 'vi th the external world.
The Greek view, represented by the epic, presents an aristocratic,
hierarchical society, dominated by a small class of aristocratic,
pussient

heroes~

The Hebraic view, manifested in v1ritings of the

Bible, presents·a dynamic, often lower class, often humble hero
(es. Jesus, Paul, Peter). 3 Moreover, the Iliblical personages, whether

heroic or not, become in:fused with importance in proportion to their
relation to an abstract principle, a single, moral god.

The Homeric

characters gain :importance in proportion to their relation with the
aristocratic hero, who stands e.bove the common people and who associates directly (and often has a blood relation with) concrete, often
whimsical-not to say immoral-gods.
The great Greek heroes, to generalize, maintain a strict exter-

nal honor code, though they are not, as Aeneas in Dido's court, above
occasional infraction.

The aristocrats are, in fact, emphatically

mortal, regardless of their association with the gods:

against the

eternal power of the gods and goddesses, the Greek Heroes' strife be-

3Tbis distinction is defended in depth by Erich Auerbach,
Mimesis, trans. w. B. Trask (Princeton: :Princeton Univ. Press,

1953), pp. 18-49.
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comea all the more apparent. But strife does not lower the true
Homeric hero, say Odysseus or Achilles, to defeatJ for amidst all
the vicissitudes of their quest-oriented adventures, the epic hero
maintains his posture and therefore is static as a character.
Counterpoised to the static epic hero, the Biblical hero is
dynamic and more amenable to growth as a character. Erich .Auerbach
argues that the Judaic-Christian view por'trl\Ys a tension between appearance and meaning unknown to the Greco-Raman tradition, and, furthermore, that this tension :f'o:rms the basis for iroey. 4 The mystery
of human knowledge-what appears to be true--confliots, or fails to
be congruent with, divine knowledge-that which will at la.at manifest 1 ts elf as tru;th when final superhuman judgement is revealed.
This tension between levels of knowledge is opposed to a Grecian.
concept of knowledge, which involves more a difference of degree than
of kind between the understandjng of men and of gods.

Thus there de-

velops a mental stage where the emphasis lies in the protagonist's
achievements in realma o:f self-enlightenment rather than in his
achievements in the sphere of unilaterally signif'icant physical prowess.

Irony. enters here because an actor on the level of human under-

stand'ingJ:J.ay have bis actions, adequate enough on his lower, immediate
level, revealed as inadequate on the higher plain of spiritual enlightenment. The spiritual life of a Biblical hero exists on a separate,
more abstract plane than that of his physical life, while the spil'i tual life of a Greek hero--with his repeated libations and sheep

4Auerbaok, P• 49.
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slaughterings--ha.a its significance in an

~questionably

physical

world.
The narrative patterns that document the heroes' movement ca.n
be contrasted similarly.

Graphically represented, and vastly over-

simplified, the epic plot pattern is an upward slanting line, once
an adjustment is ma.de for the divided chro_nology resulting from the
convention of beginning in medias

~·

The line has jagged depressions

spaced fa:!rly regularly to represent delays and falterings but generaJJ.y moves upward toward an external goal. \Vhat the line represents, of course, is the quest, since the quest causes the movement
of the plot.
A graphic representation of the typical Biblical narrative will
have to be sterosoopic.

On the physical plane, the plot line moves

downward, cases in point being the stories of Adam, Moses, Job, or
Jesus.

Of these only Job returns to surpass his fonner bounty in

material. tenns, though the weight of his story continues to center
on his tribulations.

On the spiritual plane, the plot line is par-

allel with the plot line representing the physical plane in its initial descent; but the "spiritual" plot line swings upward at the end
to accamnodate the spiritual success of,

BB\Y't

Paul or Peter, or to

accommodate the apotheosis of Jesus.
Inherent in the stories of John the Baptist and Jesus, for example, is an underlying iroey that draws together both the JudaicChristian idea of hero and the duplicity of many Biblical plot structures.

For at the base of these histories of physical decline, lies

the concept of self-denial coupled with the belief that the meek shall
inherit the earth.

In order that these martyred heroes be acclaimed

6

as "successful" in their goals, a.n aoccpta.nce of a separate spiritue.l

-

universe becomes mandatory; end the irony of suoceen in defeat estab-

lishes the fundamental tellDion between this world and the other.

ln

direct contra.st to the murdered and defiled Judaic-Christian hero
etande the Greek epic hero, who-like Odysseus-ends by defeating
his enemies and lying with his wife.
In summary, the movement discerned in epic plot structures tends

upward toward realization of an external goal, while the movement of
the

double-l~ered

Biblical plot structure tends downward and then

bifurcates into an upward movement and a continuing downward move-

ment. Lying within the Biblical plot structure is the germ. o:f the
negative epic, with its cClllplete downward movement.

The Biblical

story of Moses supplies the moat direct contrast here, for in aspecta
of strength, daring, and leadership (to leo.vo out virility), Moses
compares with the epic hero with one essential difference:
Aeneas, Moses does not reach his promised land.

unlilte

Frustration and in-

ternalization form two he.rd felt influences of Biblica.1 stories on
subsequent thought and literature.

Northrop Frye cites Job as the
basis for mal:\Y expressions of ironic tragedy, 5 and'W. B. Carnocban
cites Eccleaiaatea as the basis for what he calls "satires on man,"
a group to which, he cla.ime, Gulliver's Travels belongs. 6 The
51rorthrop Frye, Ana.tgm.y .2! Criticisnu Pour Essa.ya (Princeton,
New Jersey: Princeton University Freas, 195TitP• 42. Here Frye also
cites Adam a.s the archetype of the "inevitably ironic," Christ as
archetype of "incongruously ironic."
6w• D. Carnocban, Lemuel Gulliver' a Mirror .!Q..t ~ (Berkeleys
University of California Press, 1968), P• 56.
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vision of man as physically frustrated which gains its first great
expression in the Bible7 becomes modifies through time, gaining an
increased negativity and, moat dramatically in the nineteenth century,
a heightened subjectivity. This frustration finds embodiment in plots

that move downward toward failure rather than, as with the positive
epic, upward toward success. As representations of the evolution of
the negative epic I here choose works by Jomtban Swift e.nd George
Gordon, Lord :Byron for illustrative analysis.

In the narrative pat-

terns chosen and modified by these two writers one finds, as with the
epic 1 e depiction of the Greco-Raman concern with arete (power of excellence) and the Biblical depiction of the Judaic-Christian concern
with faith in the :face of frustration, symbols for particular societal
ambienoes.
Swift
Jomthan Swift's important contribution to the concept of frustrated quest lies within his total negativity, through which he mocks
a hero who is himself mocking man. This negative hero, who ends an
alienated misanthrope, is Gulliver, whose existance as a character
lies on two planes. On the first level Gul.liver plays the role of
alazon-one who pretends to be more than what he is. 1 Gulliver's
imne descriptions of physical detail in the midst of the improbable
7The Hebrews, of course, had borrowed much from the Sumerians'
less influential m;rths, in whioh downward plots have perhaps their
first recorded expression in the stories of Gilgamesh and of Etana,
both of whom blatantly fail in their quests.
1
Frye, P• 89.
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and hi6hJ.y fa.noiful, as well o.s his bla·tently bo.d writin.G style,

demo:nstra.te hio near-sightedness, his lo.ck of accurate perception
and avm.reness.

An obvious

e..~ple

ia found in descriptions of his

"disburthening" hi."llself, through which (v1hile supposedly defending
himoelf) he invitee ridicule.
I had been for acne houro extremely pressed by the
Necessities of' Ua.ture. • • • The beat Expedient I
could think on, wo.s to creep into r:ny IIouoe • • • and
discho.rge my Dody of that uneo.sy Load. • • • I would
not have dwelt so long upon n Circumstance, that pe:t'baps at first Si@lt may appear not vecy nomcntoua; i f
I had not thought it neceosnrJ to juotify ~ Cbara.otcr
in Point of Cleanliness to the World. • • •
.•

'

The bombastic tone of his style, epitOtlized by his conceding tho.t a
bowel mover:lcnt "may appear not very oaoentous," !lk''l.kes clear the roader's legiti:mnte persiflage of Gulliver.

The satiric commonplace of the naive narrator is o.lso demonstroted glo.rin(;ly by the conversation Gulliver has v1ith the Kine of
Drobdingnag, durin6 which Gulliver innocently relates the cuotoms
and traditions of his homeland, only to hear the

conclusion tho.t the "Bulle: of Gulliver's Iro.tiveo

1.."ine reply with the

[arcJ tho moot

per-

nicious Race o:f little odious Vennin tho.t l1nture ever suffered to

crawl upon the Surfnce of.the Earth" (p. 101). For the most pa.rt,
the firat three sections of Gulliver's Tm.Velo project this stareotype of the lo.ugho.ble, p.mo.zetl protat;onict, who s·tum.bles un!mowingly

through the satiric landscapes of hiB author's mind, ir...nocently un-

coverina the norlouo horrors of

r..urn:::m

nature.

To understand Swift's

2Jomthan Swift, Crullivcr'o Travels~ Other Writings, ed.
Ricardo Quintn.na (new Yorlc:s Rnndom House 1958), P• 12. All referenceo to Svlift ts v;ri tines arc from this edition.
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relation to Gulliver as the narrative approaches ito conclusion,
however, one must scrutinize the cimnui-re Gulliver undergoeo :f:'rar.1 one
level of awareness o.s a no.rmtor to another.

Only r:hen one under-

stands Swift's ironic treo.tr.lcnt of his no.rrator docs Gulliver'o antipositive, anti-epic pose become clear.
Po.rt Four, "A Voyage to the 1Iouyhnhnns," is the stage for the

more conf'using second level offered in Gulliver's Tr.:i.vcls.

Gulliver

comes to participate in the judgements thnt were previously held
above hio in satirico.l blindness; ho bcgino to adopt tho dcnotmcing

vier1 of the King of Drobdingna.g.

In Part Pour the human roce, for

Gulliver, becomes identified v7ith the filthy Yahoos, \·rho in turn be-

come associated with excrement. Althouch Swift undercuts Gulliver a.t
times during thio last section--the mento.l picture created of Gulliver kneeling to kiss the horso 1s hoof io sheer pcrsiflo.ge-Gullivcr's
attitudes give the impression of mcrgin{; with Swift's.

note the ob-

viousness of Gulliver's so.rec.om in hio description of the military.
"!I'he trade of a Soldier," Gulliver tells his H0tzyhnlmm master, "is
held the moot honorable of all otherss

Deco.use a. Soldier io a Yahoo

hired to kill in cold mood us xnmzy- of his own Specic::i, who li.-c·we nev-

er offended him, o.s possibly he co.n" (p. 200).

Thia account leaves

no doubt of Gulliver's personal opinion of a soldier, and ·the passage,
a.long with most of Part Four, differs frau discussions found in the
first three sections of the book.

For example, when Gulliver defends

his chastity before the court of Lilliput (p. 43) with roeo.rdo to a
lady whose entire coo.ch fits on Gullivor 1 s ho.nd, the situation seems
ridiculous to the reo.der but not to Gulliver.

Sinilarly, Gulliver
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relates the follico of the court in Lilliput with faithful dctnil,

while ho a.voids co11der:minr:; phraseo such as "in cold blood."

The Cho.nee that tokes place in Gulliver 1o pcropoctive fram tho.t
of alazon to that of ono more c.ccurotcly owe.re of hi::: perceptions
Firot, Svlift 1 o characterization of Gulli-

crco.tes s'3vornl problems.

ver has been critized, nir..cc there is no evidence of the :nor.L"..:i.-tor•a
evolving f'r0L1 one stage to another.

Sr.d.ft presonto t\·10 vie\70:

of tho younger Gulliver and tho.t o:f the older Gulliver.

secs the olm.nge but not the development.3

that

Tho reader

Secondly, since Swift hn.s

used the device of the naive :m:r:ro.tor throughout the first
tionn, one tends to distrust Gulliver's vievJS in Pa!.'t Four.

tlu~ce

·soc-

Thus, as

Gulliver extols the virtues of the IIouyhnhm:ls, sa:ic sec his praise ns
folly ru'ld. label the land of the perfect horoea a moclc: Utopia. 4
view that $\·lift i:;o.yo

011c

The

thine while meaning the opposite, or scoe- ·

thing nen.r the opposite, relico on o. simplistic vicm of irony ao the

art of :manipulntinG trut:'- cs it opposes falsehood, illusion o.o it
opposes reality.

In this fonnula iro!\Y relics on absolutes, just as

pure satire re1ies on relatively clear morol nonns and standards. 5
While the first three l)a.rts of Gulliver's Travels fit the pattern of
satiric irony in tho coi1vcntion'11 sonnc, '.Part Four moves tOYmrd v1llat
is really pure irony-where the sto.ndo.rdo nnd meanings of the author

3Elliot, :P• 50 •
4John Traugott, "A Ver.rage to l{owhere with Thomas More and Jonathan Swift: Utopia. ~ ~ VoyaGe, 12, ~ Holl;llb.nh.nms," Scwar.oe

Review, LXIX (1961), 534-65.
5rrorthrop Frye, Amtomy of Criticism: ~ Eooa:ra (Princeton:
Princeton University Press,

1957), P• 223.
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becom.e vaeuo and oonfusi:r..g.

W.

n.

Co.rnochnn o.rgucs that irocy des-

cribes a :f'orn of double vision, where the author seco both the truth
and :f'nlsity of what he states.

Thus, "Houyhnhnm.land. io not

D.ll

an-ti-

Utopia, but a. Utopia in which Sv1ift could no·t wholly believe. 116

This

means that Gulliver's newly o.cquired critico.J. awareness should not be
diocounted out of hand, nor should one identify Gulliver with Swift

e.t ever/ stop.
The two problems of perspective-tho ubrupt change in Gulliver's
role as it io expressed in his lnn..c,nu.a.go und the ambiguity of Swif·t•s
relation to his narrator in Part Pour--reinforce the notion tlnt "A
Voyage to the IIouyhnhrmls" reprcsento a dcpartU--roe on a different literary experiment for Swift.

\V'.ilile

00t10,

Thackery, for example, may

ho.ve emphasized the subjectivity of Pc.rt Four to an e:A.."'tretle, nont hcvc
chosen to regnrd the entire work as consistent with the decorum ex- .
pected from eighteenth centur.r satire.

"Decorum" hero means esse11-

tio.JJ.y control--the kind of control tha.t Byron is said to lack vA1en

he ridiculen through his best lrnovm raedium, l2.Q.u ~· 7

nut

control

does not pennco.:~e .Part Four of Gulliver's Travels as it doeo L1Ucll of

Svrl1t 1 o other writir.ig, and the lack of control c.nd norms takes Po.rt
Four beyond the realn of us'Ulll satire.

In, soy,

A Modest

Propomll

'il'e can excuse the o.t1:ooities (if we feel the need tc excuse thera)
described therein in view of the J?fil--posc Swift obviously ho.s in mind.

6Carnochan,
. P• 68.
7F. R. Lcnvis, "Byron's Satire," Byron: f:.Collection_2!
Critical Eosn.;to (Englewood Cliffs, !! • J.: Prcntice-Hal..1, 1963),
P• e:; •
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As in most satire, Swift uses logic blown out of proportion to illustrate the lunacy of a social institution or policy. But in Part Four
of Gulliver's Travels specific objects of attack slov1ly begin to be
overshadowed by a general criticism of the human fonn, the human mind.
Swift forces Gulliver to see himself as something defonned, detested
and feared by those who possess true reason.

Gulliver tells us that

his Houyhnhnm master has concluded that
when a Creature pretending tc. Reason could be capable
of such Enonnities, he [the master] dreaded lest the
Corruption of that Faculty might be worse than Brutality itself. He seemed therefore confident, that in'stead of Reason, we [Yahoos] were only possessed of
some Quality fitted to increase our natural Vices; as
the Reflection from a troubled Stream returns the Image of an ill-shapen Body, not only larger, but more
distorted (pp. 201-202).
Implied is the controlled rationality and reason of the Houyhnhnms,
which stands in contrast with the pseudo-reason of men.

The main

element to be admired by the Houybnhnms, the very element lacked by
men, resides in their complete control of passion. Here lies the
crux of the problems involved with Gulliver's sudden c~e and
Swift's ambiguous attitude towxd G-illiver in Part FourJ for between
the enviable control of the Houyhnhnms and the forced, decorus control of Gulliver's language lies a tension that undercuts any possibility for heroism.
Tension results :from the thrust of Swift's language, which pounds
negatively with words that denounce, attack, criticize, ridicule, debase, and reflect disgust, as it contrasts with the calm surface of
the narrative.

For example, Swift uses Gulliver' a logical argument

and fonnal, supposedly dispassionate rhetoric as a vehicle for scathing

13

attacks.

11

It is o. very ld11gly, honouro.blc, o.nd frequent Practice,"

Gulliver exple.iri..o,

When one Prince desires the Assistance of another to
secure him against o.n Invasion, that the Assisto.nt,
Y1hen he hnth driven out the Invader-, should seize:: en
the Dominions hinself, o.nd. kill, im.prioon or banioh
the Pril"'..ce he cnne to relieve (p. 200).

or, neain,

he expla.irm:

If e. l?r:L"'lCe oend Forces into a Wa.tion, where tho
People a.re poor and ignorant, he may lawfully put
half of them to Decth, and mnke slaves of tee rest,
in order to civilize end reduce them from their
barbarous Way of Living (p. 200).

ComM.ned \nth the nego.tive force is o. subsurface pressure produced
by the inclusion of ta.boo a.eta-such a.s excretin.:; n.nd copula.ting

openly--which do not fit into the ootcr...sible control er.d decorutl
of the no.rro.tive.

Thus, on one :Jide Swift prcoonto control, embodied both in the
liouyhnhrma ru'l.d. in Gulliver'::; l8-'\'\:.,"Ua.Se, and. on the other he injects

nee:itivc cncrr.;y and oboensivc coucorn with to.boo o.cts thnt came to
symbolize irrationality mid uncontro1.

These twc distinct and op-

posito forc:cs exerted on the rArrntive tend to pull it
in pulling tho

r4~rrcltive

ap~rt;

and

structure npa.rt, these tensive forces

create the ambiguous IP..iddlo e;round where Gulliver atunds at the end
of the storJ.

Th.is middle ground is purely ironical, since the ab-

solutes (control, uncontrol; H01-.13rln1l:nnlo.nd, real society) hn.vc becoo.e counteroctcd by their nutuo.l. poocr.

Swift oJ.loYm, or pcrho.ps

directs, the forces to pull tho lUll."Tn.tivc dowzr.va.rd wholly, so tha.t
neither tho Hotlhynlmns nor Gulliver

ca..~

retain our .t'u1l oyn.pnthy.

Th.is total ironical trca.tment bccooeo obvious, n.n.U. is best repro-
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sented in the scene where Gulliver is pictured bowing 10\v and kissing
the hoof of a. horse. The tension resulting from the debasement of
what Swift has previously held up for admiration and empathy destroys
Gulliver as a consistent character:

a risk incurred when he, as un-

critical narrator, was included in the critical judgements of the author
at the beginning of Part Four. By participating in the superior attitudes of Swift, Gulliver commits the sin of pride and ends caught in
the middle, at once hating those humans who exhibit false pride and
suffering himself the sensations of pride inherent in feelings of
superiority and exclusion. Swift resolves the tension and ends the
narrative by withdrawing into a double negativity,.where Gulliver is
both denouncing and denounced.
Swift's important contribution to the descending plot structure,
then, dwells in his extreme nega.tivistio perspective. As one critic
notes:

"If Swift were God, he would declare himself' through the

Decalogue, the series of Thou-Shalt-Nots; and persist thereafter in
silence.tt

8

Swift's language connotes :illlages of veto, voiding, riddance, cleansing, and deletion. 9 Joined with this excoriating negatiVity are

1l'.laey

soatological descriptions that serve to degrade the

characters and that, in Part Four, associate excrement with Yahoos
and therefore humans.

·to The subconsciously held obsessions are al-

8nenis Donoghue, Jonathan Swift; A Critical Introduction
(Landoni Cambridge University Press, 1969), p. :;o.
9Ibid., P• 45.

10Examplea of scatological descriptions or allusions may be found
1n Gulliver's Travels on PP• s, 9, 68, 93, 94, 127, and 182, as well
as in his poems "The Lady's Dressing Room," •1strephon and Cloe," and
11 Cassinus a.lld Peter."

t,··.
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lowed expression in the conscious mind, if Freud is right, only by
being denounced and negated. Thus Swift•a dark view can gain expression only in negative tems-nowhere does Swift give full positive treat. ment of his ideals in Gu1liver 1 s Travels. Further, this broad negative perspective holds the rambling journeys of Gulliver together much
as the diaphanous epic narrative holds together because of a positive,
supernatural light, which fonns its backdrop.
Swift's negativity constitutes a major influence on subsequent
literature, but it is particularly in the "Voyage to the Houyhnhms"
that one finds a narrative pattern that foreshadows later descending
plot patterns. Here Gu1liver, who has participated in all the societies
visited previously, leads a sheltered life as a near-untouchable. His
realizations about the ignamiey of the Yahoos and of hie own civilization at home alienate him from his fonuer tribe. When he is also
cast out by the Houyhrumma, he becomes completely alienated. The destruction of Gulliver's clothing throughout the stor.r, as well as his
weak eyesight, point to his :f'milty; and, in the words of one critic,
11 Gu1liver progressively loses his identity."11
The defeat of Gulliver
as a personality and as a character contrasts blatently with the traditional concept of hero.

"The hero in ballad or epic always copes

with hie struggles to the last; therefore he can be fully depressed
only when he is to die.u 12 Gu1liver, of course, does not suffer death
(be is never in any danger of dying, which is one essential reason that
11Fra.nk Brady, Twentieth Centuz;y Interpretations£! Gulliver's
Travels (Englewood Cliffe: Prentice-Hall, 1968), P• 7.
12Albert Cook,~ Classic~; ! Stud.;: .Y! Epic Poetr,y
(Bloomington: Indiana University Preas, 1966), P• 18.
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he is comic) but metaphorically resigng from his role in life. His
motivations for this resigno.tion arc almost tota.lly nce;ative, being
baaed on i11dic;n.,'ltion.

The one positive notivation for his ending in

the stables, to be with the noble horses, is ridiculous.

Unlike the

Diblico.l "defeated" heroes, Gulliver fails to achieve upward movement
by rising above the plzy'sica.l world.

His alienation occurs for no

high co.use, rewards him not at e.11, and is therefore totally negative.
Thus, while Swift continues the Biblical assertion of naterial defeat,
he has gone a step further by docuncnting a spiritual defeat, where indig:no.tion replaces faith.
Byron
The negative plot structure involving a. journey which aims toward
and finalJy results in complete ilmnobility or death finds its best
spokecman in the so-called "Romnntic Age" to be George Gordon, Lord
Byron. Like Swift, Dyron achieves this downvro.rd tending plot otruc·ture
because of a negativistic outlook rooted deep within his personality.
Other writers bn.d of course produced oo.tirio views of mnn during approximately- the same time.

Fielding l°'..ad written Joseph Andrews while

B\1ift was still living; and, indeed, Fielding seems parculia.rly close

to Swift when he says, "I describe not men, but mn.m1ers; not an individual, but a species. 111

But

epic" is essentiaJ.ly that:

comic.

who.t

2

Fielding calla "the comic prose
Fielding does not deliver the

intensely- negative messe.go of S\1lit; it is the poet, Byron, who inherits
1nenry Fielding, Joseph Andrews, ed. Ilfurtin
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961), P• xxi.

c.

Ba.ttestin {Boston:
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the Svdttian task of attack o.nd denial o.nd uses the dovm-ro.rd plotlike Swift-as a vehicle.
In Canto VII of

~~

Byron cites Swift amone his predecessors.

IIere he asks:

:Must I restrain me, through the fear of strife,
From holding up the nothingness of life?3
Byron's fatalism differs from the negativity of Swift, as is denonstrated in this couplet, in its intensely personal nature.

When :Byron

questions, ''trust I restrain me?" he ir>.cludeo himself, the poet, in his
work.

The emphasis here lies not only in the "nothingncso of life,"

but also in the present poet's course of action

in

the face of that

nothingness. What this attitude illustrates, of course, is the selfconsciousness that canes into its own in the nineteenth century.
the words of one critic,

'~ ~

In

is of its age in being a triumph of

aelf'-revelation."4 In leavins Swift and coming to Byron, one leaves a
personification of diseust and find.a, often, a diseusted person.
Byron's contribution consisto of his ability to portray charocters who a.re deeply honest and deeply ne@ltive s:iI:rultaneously. Sincerity and a hatred of hypocrisy fonn a found.a.tion for B;J'Ton's plU.losophy; o.nd, o.s Helen Gardner points out, the one aspect of ~ ~
that Dyron repeatedly defends is its hu.D.o.nncss, its 11 truth." 5 When
:;Goorgo Gordon, Lord Byron, ~ Complete Poetical Worlts ,g!. ~
Byron ( Uevt York: Houehton, Mifflin Co., 1905), p. 867.
4Andrm7 Rutherford, Dyron: ! Critical Study (Stomford:
University Press, 1961), P• 142.

Stm."lford

51Ielen Gardner, "Don Juan," in D;r;:on: ! Collection .Q! Critical
Esso.,ys, ed. l'o.ul West (Englewood Cliffs, H. J.: Prentice-UoJ.l, 1963),
P• 118.
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criticized for bis light treatment of the epic form, Byron oounteraJ
"You have so Ill.BllY 1divine 1 poems is it notbitig to have written a Human
one?" 6 The revealing verisimilitude of Byron's style joins with a
general nihilism to produce the unique "Byronic herot" who stands in
direct contra.st to the epic hero, since he scorns society and brings
all value into question. As one critic notes, "12Q.n ~is one of
very few poems which truly assert and exemplify philosophic nihilism.. • • •
The heroism

impli~d

by ,lliY! ~ is that of the

man who can think and

think and think and be a skeptic."7
Byron's intense involvement with bis own emQtions, bis internalizing of impressions regardless of the triviality or the grandness
of the exterml subject, make him a forerunner of modern fiction, with
its internalized subjectivity. Of

course~

as Earl Wasserman argues,

a concern with the internal reactions of the mind characterized all

.

a

the "Romantic :Poets."

.

What sets Byron apart is the intense self-

disillusionment extent in his internalized.observationsf a disillusionment first given popular expression in his Childe Harold ts

fil-

grimage. Here Byron describes him.self-through a thinly veiled persona for himself, Childe Harold-as a "weed flung from the rock,"
"the wandering outlaw of his own dark mindf" around VThom "clung in-

~on quoted by Brian Wilkie, ~ ROP"'..antic Poets and Epic
Tradition (Madison: University of Wisconein Press, 196"5"'Y; P• 194.
7Ibid., P• 189.

a"The English Romantioss The Grounds of Knowledget n Romanticisms
Points of View, ed. Robert F. Gleckner {Englewood Cliffe, ll. J.t
Prentice-Hall, 1962), PP• 331-346.
·
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visible a chain/ which galled :forever • • • • " 9 When he calla himself
"the most unfit/ Of men to herd .with ma.n, 1110 he echoes the oppressed
Biblical .perso11ages, Job, Co.in, and, even, AdaTJ, who is the a:rch-

outcaat.

In his portr::cy-o.l of a sterile soul, numb with bitterness, he

recalls Job, who said:

complaint upon myself;
ter 10: 1 ).

"Uy soul is

I will

\7Cary

of my life:

I will leo.ve my

spealt in the bitterness of my soul" (Clmp-

In his nego.tiviotic turning inWard, Byron provides an es-

sential lin1t bet\1een the Biblical defeated hero and the defeo.ted, introspective hero of modern fiction.
The most direct example of Byron's use of a descending narrative
structure can be :f'ound in Manfred, rather than in his l'O.Illbli.ng master-

.!!9l! ~· Uan:f'red, a closet drama., demonstrotes well the emotive

piece,

negativity for which Byron has became :fomous.

he evolves beyond

The negative hero, as

Swift~ ha.a ostensibly become more self-consciously

involved vdth his emotive QXpericnco.

The emotions which drive the

hero, Manfred, toward his doom are primarily guilt o.nd o. sense of

failure. Mo.n:fred 1s predestined doom causes him to view the world \TI.th
a dark visioni
We arc the fools of time and terror • • •

Loathing our life, and dreading still to die. 11

Ilia sole deeil'e is :for death; and when the Seven Spil:its offer power

or the fulf'illment of same earthly wish, 1Ia.nfred requests only "Ob9Childe Harold's Pilrb;.mage, Enr.lish R~tic Writers, ed. David
Perkins (new York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1967}, PP• 797799. .All references to Ohilde Harold o.nd I:bnfrcd from this edition.
10
Ibid.
11

Ibid. P• 819.
·-'
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livion, self-oblivion" (1. 146). At tho close of Act I I/kmfred prepares to fl.in{! lrlnself dramatically from the heic;hts of the A1po and

is saved by the oho.nee passing of a. chomois lru.nter.
la.at speech he intones:

In his supposed

"Farewell, ye opening heo.ve!l..sl/ Look not

upon me thuo reproachfully-/ Ye were not meant for me-Earth! take
these atans!"

(11. 107-109). His destin;y, thell 9 lies downward.

The

plot movement carries !lrorfred, litemlly as well as metaphorically,
physically aa well as psychologically, in a descent tmrm.rd hell.
Added to the descending plot structure io a. sense of f o.te o.nd
predestination that implies the inevitability of the fall.

The sense

of failure and doom precipitates Uan:fred's misfortune as well aa results from it. Manfred's fatal gloom prefigures the catastrophe of

his lover 1 s death; he says, "From my youth upwards/ Uy spirit walked
not with the souls of men,/ Nor lool::ed upon the earth with lruman eyes
(11. 50-51). • ••

My injuries come down on thooo who loved me--/

On those whom I best loved • • • my embrace was fatal" ( 11 • 05-88).

This negative hero, both destructive o.ncl seeldng hiraself destruction,
is caught in an itlmitiga.ble cycle.

Thus a circle of fo.te forms the

background of the plot, symbolizirt..g the wheel of fnte so often repreconted in tra.gcdy. 12 Tho combined force of the wheol ari..d tr..e hero's
descent create the sensation of dmv.nvro.rd spiral.
The hero's spirDJ.ling fall is romo.nticizcd bcccunc of its crru-:i.U
scale:

one pictures Mo.nfred fallinc; from the highest Alps to the ex-

treme depths of Hades, which openo eopccie.lly for his fo.11.

Ao one
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approaches the tv1entieth century nc&ativc epic, the era:ndncso of the

o.ot

dimi..~ohes,

and w:bat results is a deocent filled with fatal self-

0011sciousncss ye-t \ti.th self-perni:flage.
Swift, wf>.ich allows no

o.~izcment

Thus the bitter co.tire of

of the

~.ndividual

persori.ality,

joins the obnession with fatalisn and the self found i.'1 Byron's work
to modif'J the :narrative pattern depicting failure on the peysica.l plo.ne

found first in the Bible.

The patten.1 of spirullinc descent evolves;

and the element of negativity increases, perverting both the spiritual.
success of the Diblical hero e.:nd the physical, social. cmccess of the

ancient epic hero. Total negativity prevents ·these more modern narrative patterns of downward r;;rre from qualifying as traccdies; because
their heroes ha.vc been deprived of nobility, the later works a.re ironic

tragedies i11 which both the excremental vision of Swift and the Dyronio
13
oel:f'-revelation endure in nm1 for-.:UJ.

13The works to be considered ooot prope~ly approach P:rye 1 o tifth
phane or sixth phase of' ironic tragedy. er. Frye, pp. 237-239.
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PART TWO:

GIDE, CELI!lE, AIID LOWRY; THE lTEGATIVB EPIC ITOVELS

The Uoder.n Temper
The pattern of defeat tl'i.at I J:l.ave called the nega.tive epic,

traceable through the Dible, throur)l. Swift, s.nd t11rough Dyron, finds
continued and modified expression in three modern novels:
Gide's

Andrei

1h£ ~raliot, :Louis-Ferdinand. Celine's Journey; 12. _:lli£ !!!!,

.£! ~ !lif;h!, a.nu 7T:JJ.coln

Lovll".r's Under~ Volcano.

Tho grouping

of these novels for critical appraisal could be approached in other

wayo. A posoiblc label mieht be "anti-novel" or "lyrical novel,"
a.s ougGeoted by Ralph Freedman for prose fictions that subvert the
novelistic intercourse between man and socie"t1J and concentrate raore
explicitly on the problem of awareness.

1

ITorthrop Frye's category
2
of ironic tragedy is also pertinent to these three nove1s. nut
while Freed.nan ts category does not entail a necessarily 11eg:::i.tive o:t·

tra.eic vision, Frye's grouping neglects the problem of awareness as
opposed to societo.l interaction. The tem nerp.tive epic, as I have
adumbrated, \'lill imply both a negative vision--a vision of defeat--

and o.n implicitly nego.tive relation to oociety, a centering on the
1Ralph Freedman, The Lyrical Uovel (Princeton, lT. J.:
University Press, 1963-y;-p. viii.
2rrorthrop Frye, p. 237.

Princeton
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self.
The epic's relation to society has been cogently explicated by
Tillyard, who

rcpc~tedly

enphnsizes that o.n essential aopect of

epic~

perhsps its most important function-in its "choric 11 implicationo. 3 By
this Tillyard met'.nc the communication by a writer of the "accepted un-

coreciouo meto.pbysic" of a group. 4 The epic writer must, holds Tillyard,
have faith in the present system of values; he must exhibit the "snnity11
of true genius. 5 Because of .their "morbid sensibilities," Tillyo.rd

holds that such writers a.a Proust, n. u. Iia\"Trencc, Gide, Kafka, and
Hen11ngvmy laclt the "psychological strength and heal tby bn.lance of mental parts which muot :mark the writer of the epic"; we must "measure the

crooked by the stroight. 116 But the r1odorn acre complicates this rule
with its discovery of relativity.

The noms of' the universe becOI!\e

dynamic and relative, and the "crooked" becmes the subject of much

prose fiction.

An epic is to be "positive, powerful, a.ml heartfolt," 7

but if the age which it is to reflect io

ne~tive,

the work's positive-

nesa W13 be the result of naive optinism mther tha.."1 undistorled mi-

mesis by a. "nonnal" mind.

Clco.rly there needs to be o. designation for

3E. Il. W. Tillyard.t .!h2, Epic Strain J:!1 ~ El'lf'J.ish !fovcl (London:
Cha.tto and Windus, 1963 Ji P• 15. . Also EnrJ.ish .Epic ~ lli ~
ground, P• 5.

4Epic Stra.in, P• 120.

5Ibid., P• 17 •

6EnrJ.ish Epic £ac1 Its .~ckgr~d, P• 41. About the writers
Tillyard is adamant, s03ing "epic writers never."
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works that arc "negative, pov10rful, and heartfelt."

If thmm works

crumot be epics, they cru1 be negative epics.

Somo critics hold that the cnercr that o.t one t:l.:rae flormd into an
epic would now flow more rocdily and naturally into tho f om of the

Others arc;ue that the novel has not replaced tho epic e:ny more
8
than the f'iln hns replaced the novel.
Tillyard spooks of an "epic

novel.

spirit" that rioes a.bove co1i.aiderotiono of form, while he nrgueo tho.t

"certo.in literary ldnds exist because they o.nnwer to certain clear
habito and motions of the human nind. 119

As the modern o.ge lmo nd-

vanoed, new f'onns have emerged to reflect new awarenesseo and sensations.

Often these new "motiono of the mind" have been less tbn.n

clear o.nd less than positive.
While pure roan on and unhOlllpcred loGic may hn.ve sufficed Svli.f"t •s

Houyhnhnms, modern fiction often indicates a distrust or a despair of
ever using reason a.s n tool for successfully dee.ling with reality.
Geothe captures the anxiety of the ner1 age \7hen he entones:

"Viewed

from the height of reason the v1orld seems ao o. mad..liouse and life a
grave disease. 0

The world became increasingly irmtionn.l in the eyea

of many ener&'ing writero.

Ralph Freedt'lan notes:

"The major and rll.11or

uorks cf prose fiction \7hich o.ppeared in the 1880 's a.nd 90' s in Belgium E'.nd Pre.nee shnred a • • • distortion and distmction of the exter-

nal world." 10 A perverted hero emerged from this gcncrnlJ.y negn.tive

E\7ilkie, P• 24. Will:ic doco not see the novel o.n n repla.ccr:i.cnt
of the epic, thouch sO!!lo novclo mn.y attain that high otn:tu.s.
9The EJ?ic Strain, P• 23.
10.
Freedman, P• 38.
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period, a hero who captured e.n eseent1e.l.ly negative spirit. Perhaps
no one captured this negative temper better than Dostoevsky.
"I am a sick man. • • • I am a spite:f'uli·man.

tive man." Tlru.s begins notes

~~

I am an unattra.o-

Undergz:ound. The nameless

narrator talks "whether you care to hear ••• or not." He calls his
a "negative age," and states ironically that "a man in the nineteenth
century must and morally ought to be a pre-eminentl:r characterless
creature." He says, "all my life I have beer.L able neither to begin nor
to finish arzything." Even i f he were a lazy sluggard it would be an
improvement, e.s t11t would mean that [be] was positively defined."
Dostoevsky has been oall~d "the great master of .the unmotivated
man."11 Yet the underground narrator advises us that "it is not under-.
ground tba.t is better, but something different, quite different, for
which I am thirsting, but which I cannot find." Dostoevsky's underground protagonist desires that which he cannot have, that which he

cannot even define. It is in this blind desire that the modern negative quest finds its origin. To e:xam:tne this pattern, let us first
examine the superficial structure of three modern novels. We

may

then

move to an analysis of the foundation of the negative hero concept.
For sake of clarification, I sbal.1 withhold drawing

many

of

my

con-

clusions about the significance of the negative epic pattern until
the next section.
The

Negative Quest
The negative quest, the pattern of avoidance, fonna the most im-

11 Ricbard 1'. BlackmUrt Eleven Essa.vs ja ~European Novel
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1943), P• 185.
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portent part of the negative epic's structure.

It is the pattern of

the negative quest that distinguishes the negative epic from other
simply negativistio works.

The narrative structure of the three novels

which we are now taking unii.er consideration significantly aha.re this
pattern of evasion.
Gide's Immo:ralist is divided into three parts, a trip into Africa,
a stay in France at la Moriniere, and a second trip into Africa, where
the story ends.

The movement of the novel continues 11n:hmibite.lly down-

Even the happiest parts of the novel when Michel enjoys his young

ward.

bride, are seen through a sadness imposed by time, which creates an
ironic tension between perspectives of past and present.

The down-

ward movement takes place in two ways, both of which are implied in

the title.

First, Michel moves downward, within himself, just as

Byron's heroes often move awey from the world and into their own world
of thought and emotion.

Though his mind fluctuates from devotion to

Marceline to rejection of her, the greater momentum of the book carries
him steadily within himself and away from Marceline.

Gennaine Bre~

describes this movement as the gradual destruction of the old pereona.lity by the new. 1 The new personality at the heart of Michel takes
the foxm of the original man, Adam.

He it was whom I thenceforward set out to discover--the
authentic creature, "The old Adam," whom the Gospel bad
repudiated, wham everything about me-books, masters, pa;.-ents,
and I myself-had begun by attempting to suppress (p. 43).2
1Germaine Bre~, ~(New Brunswick, N. J .1

Press, 1963), P• 124.
~ Faux-monna.yeura.

Rut~rs University
Gide considered his only novel ("roman") to be

2Ana.ni Gide, !h!! Immoralist, trans. Dorothy Bussy, Vintage
Books edition (New Yorkt Random House, 1930), P• 43. All quotes
from The Immoralist based on this edition.

-

Thus the inward movement is an immoral one by conventional standards.
The second downward movement also becomes :1l!lmoral, but vii th the essential difference that it is Gide's morality (if one will call it that)
that is transgressed. This second downward movement is spiritual and
bas to do with Michel's will or his lack of will, and, just as Adam
and Cain, he fails the test of will.

Because Michel does not have the

strength to face what he :finds at his exposed center, he falls awa:y
from self-fulfillment to immobility. Thus, like the frustrated Biblical hero, he ends with defeat.

His second descent to the south

actually represents a retreat from himself, from self-awareness. This
final fall gains momentum when Marceline becomes sick and miscarries.
Michel is told of the loss of their child, and the descent rapidly be"The ground had given way abruptly beneath my feetJ there wa.a

gina t

nothing there ·but an empty hole into which I stumbled headlong" (p. 98).
The image of a fall is repeated as Michel describes their trip to the

southi

"That descent into Italy gave me all the dizzy sensations of a

fall 11 (p. 127) • The momentum seems to carry I;Iichel along beyond his
control down further and :further southward, beyond the tmvn of Biskra,
where 11ichel had formerly gained his health. Marceline 1a v1eaknesa increases as they approach the desert, and the dizzy pace stops only with
her death, which leaves Michel fil1ed with inertia. He no longer has
strength to move. Depending on his friends for strength, he begs i

"Take me avia:y from here and give me same reason for living.

I have

none left" (p. 145).
Viewed from a distance, then,

~

Immoralist depicts a descent

into a. persom.J.ity, but its probing becomes a downward force that ex-
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ceeds the control of the protagoniot, !licllel.
negative:

The result is doubly

first, l\!ichel nego.teo his fomer life and turns inNard:

second, Michel is unable to live up to hio ideal nnd
by

it.

Gide tells

U<J

is

carried dO\m

thn.t idcms help to nould us, but we must live

tti.rough our i(lea.s-they can kill us. 3 To illustrate tho destructive
element of obsessive ideals Gide chose tho pattern of the nego.tive ·
quect.
C~line 1 s Journey

!Q.1!1£. ~ .Qf.~ ItirJ>:t also fieures a negu.tive

quest, a rr.ovement, downward toward rJO.tcrlcl and spiritual failure.
Do.rd.a.mu's diverse experiences ostensibly resemble e roller-coaster
ride, ·with rambling episodes and up o.nd <lown movements.

When the im-

pact of the book as a whole is :fol t, however, the rca.der realizes tr.at
C61ine has brought the novel to a dco.d-end:

"the end of the ilicht."

The author achieves this by a pervading dark vision tll.c'lt discoloro
virtually everything with which furdamu

COCTes

in contact.

reoults in the protagonist's running away, often

disg~sted

Each episode

or afraid.

Plo.BUed by pa:ranoia, Barde.nu shrinko from. the :people nrounll him.

During

the war (World War I), on the AdI:liml Drorueton, in Africa., in the
United States, and in Raney, Barde.mu faces his predicai;ient with fear
and disgust.

to escape:

He does not pursue any goal positively.

He wishes only

".Arzy" chance of cowardice is a vmndcrful possibility of co.l-

vation i f you blow wJ:i..at you.•re up to," he cla.ims. 4

never proffers escape.

Yet his movement

Each day draws him deeper beneath the immiti-

. '1riouis-Ferdinand Cbline, Journcv to the End of' tha Jl&ltt,
trans. John H. P. Ua.rl=s (Ne\7 York: ITcwDire'ctiODB;' 1960 , P• 239.
All quotations baaed on this cdition. Voyo.r,e ml l!9:!:!i .ft2. ]8 ~
first published in F:rn.noe ifovonber, 1932.
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gable wheel of fate:

"To go and. convince oneself or...ce more that fate

ia insunnountable, that one r.as to end up at the bottoT.1 of the wnll
ea.ch nig.lit, v1eighed dovm by the anguish of the morrow which is progreosively more preco.riouo and sordidn (p. 199).
Bardamu states tha.t he is "in search of samethin(n God lmovro

what." Thie blind motivation reco.lls Dootoevslcy 1 s underground mo.n o.s

Vlcll ns Gide 1 o character, Michel.
C61ine' s novel.

There io no end to reotleasness in

.BardaL1u :mov-es from occupation to occupation o.nd from

continent to continent, but a.bsurdi ty rcir;t10 everywhere.

Darda.mu's

negative quest pulls him first into World Wo.r I, where the nightmare
vision begins.

Tho passages on the wo.r reek with descriptions of lu-

dicrous vm.rfare, horrifyinz brutality, and dioGUoting il'lhumanity.
Happiness, gcmerolly represented by v10men, o.lv.eys proves illusory o.nd

unattainable. A typical passage vill illustrate:
Let us sum up: the Air Force had snatched Lola.
from me, the Argentines had to.ken U:usyne, and finally this melodious inVert [a poe"IJ had just scooped
my spelnclid actress friend. Alone in the ·world, I
left the Comedic as the last li/jhts were boillb turned
out in tho corridors, ond by myself I returned through
the nit;ht • • • (p. 98).
Bardamu's numerous occupationD all prove ridiculous, even that of
physician.

At the end of the novel, Ba.rdnmu r1itne::rnes tho death of

his friend, Robinson, the only character poscessed of any real force
in the novel.

1light then closes for good on the protagonist. An

inspector signi:f'icantly asks, "Did you lose your way, Doctor?" (p. 506).

We realize thn.t Bardo.mu ho.s never lmovm his r1ay-will never know his
wa:y.

The novel presents no way out, no exit.

The la.st line pleo.ds

simply "let's hear no £lore of all this" (p. 509).

:;o

The pattern of continual degradation o.nd loss of w'i.ll terminating
in inertia. is mo.nif'eoted as vmll in Malcolm Lowry•s
:Perhaps D.
novel:

n.

Under~

Volcano.

Dodson expresses nost cogently the essence o:f Lawry's

"Technically a synbolist novel, Volcano returno to the primal

myth of Western man, the o.lleaorized enactment of the Fall and the

Expulsion. 115 Volcano begins in the early morning and ends the ni@lt
of the some dey.

Like C~line 1 s Journe;y;, Lowry 1 s novel represents a.
Geoffrey Fin.~in's dn:y filters through to

voyncre into deeper darkness.

the reader hnzed by delirium and despair.

In a fashion reminiscent of

Gide's Michel, Firmin eschews the love proffered by Yvonne, his ex-wife.
Yvonne, like t.Tnrceline, dies a traL,11.C death, wusted and without reason.
Fimin.'a fall io foreslndov1ed early in the novel when he falls

drunkenly on the pavement o:f la Callo lrico.rogua. From then on Firmin

is "conti.ml.ally falling by degrees." 6 The spiritua.1 fall pa.rallels the
initiatory rituals of Cabba.listic lore, ·which fonn a. bc.oe for Volcano
in much the SOI:\e V/0¥ that the og..yssei foxras the foundo.tion for :Q1.ysses.

The spiritual and physico.l decline ends in a final :fo.11 when Firmin is
co.at into o. dark bar.ranee., a. deep ditch tr..at runs through the to'im,,
In the words of one critic,

0

the phyoical end ••• merely terminates

the series of spirituo.l defeats he [Firmin] ~.as suffered Ol'ld accepted
during his descent into dogradation. 117 Ea.ch contact that the pro5Do.niel B,, Dodson, lialcoln LOYfIX (:r:rew York:
Press, 1920), P• 13.

Columbia University

6:eerle Epstein, 1h£_ Private Labn:inth .Q!. !.ialcollll Low;x (lTew
York: Holt, Rhinehart, and Winston, 1969), p. 39.

7Georga \Voodcoclt:, "I.1a.lcolm Lowry's Uncler tho Volcano," Modern
Piction Studies, rT (1958-59), 151-156.
---
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ta.c;onist makes with the other two persoualities in the novel, Hugh
(hie brother) and Yvonne, represents a failure to cotc.blish ties with
this world.

Every encounter seeno n plo.tca.u at which Fin:iin cannot

remain, hence his downward spirnl ending in death.

IIo.l:f oelf-willcd

and half uncontrolled, Finnin's dcoco21t into den.th is sem.i-suicidnl.
Volcano,

~

Inmomlist, and Journey all repeat the pattern of

descent, as v1ell as several. other important structural eleocnts.

These novels form the antithesis of the episodic epic stylistically,
e.s they picture hiehJ.y selective scenes calculated to carry interrela.ted significar.ce.

Instead of episodes, these novels depict a p!lr-

ticular tormented awareness. We foll0i7 closely the stro.nge perspective
offered and move towr>...rd an understanding of the individualiotic in-

sights contained therein.
dornain of the dream.

Tho world of theoe novels often oeems the

Though we find very realistic dcscripti01m, these

are used the same \7fJY ourrealistio painters use realiCI!l in selected ob8
jects to incree.se incongrous and dreamlike cffect.
Gide speaks dcrogatively of realism as "episodism." 9 In hia co.mmcmts on Celine, Gide says,
"It is not reality which Celine paints but the ha.J..lucinntions which
reality provoJ~es. I find here [in Journey) the accents of a rcrna.rko.ble
sensibility.n 1 Celine h:l.maelf has stated that truth is like a stick

°

in water; in order to make it appear straight, one must bend it slight:ty.11
8

~·, p. 153. Woodcock notes this technique specifically
in Lowry' a work.

9

,,

Dree, P• 141.

10Gide quoted in my edition of Journey. Of himoelf Gide says:
"I have never been able to adhere perfectly to reality." Quoted in
Vino Rossi, Andre~ (new York: Russell and Russell, 1965), P• a.
11 celine in a letter to ifilton Hindus, quoted in Hayman, P• 18.
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In other words, the negative queot cxploi·ts highly controlled a.nd se•
lective narrative f'ra@4ents, allowing the author to represent in o;ymbolic fon:is the degeneration of his protugoniot.

Of course, the a.rt of

all writing turns on the ability to knov1 who.t elements to include and

which to leave out. As literature becor1cs moro subjective and sym-

bolic, however, the proccso of oelcction becomes r:'orc ;,:nporto.irli. Thus
in

allet}ory, the extremity of selectiveness, each encounter is cn.re-

fUlly chosen to illustrate a. point, while lo.rge :naturalistic novels aim
towards incluaiveneaa tr.at lessens the allegorical process of' selection.
Eo.ch of the three novels under conoidero.tion rotates about a sing1e
emphasized mascu1ine person, with one other strong persooo.lity, who emits
otronc; syobolic overtones, orbiting about hin.

lbturo.lly this struc-

ture seems highly contrived, decreasing tho novel's reo.lism as it strengthens its

symbolic effect. We see Da.rdan.u continuouoly crossing the path

of his alter-ego, Robinson, even across the Atlnntic in America.

Wher-

ever Barda.mu goes, he often discovers that Robinson ho.o just left.
Celine's disregard for proba.bilit"J is blo.tent, and it is also highly

auccessful.. in creating n tension betrmen his central persona and the
darker, more mysterious figure of Robinson.

This tension a.ids in de-

fining Ba.rdamu 1s amorphous peraomlity by providing it vlith o. comparison.

Also, the added character all0\7S C61ino to depict exploits in which his
timid main character cou1d never indu1c;e, and tho constant mcetine of
Bardomu and Robin!:on adds to the flavor of inevitability that pen:ieates

Journe;r.

Lowry's persona, Geoffrey Fin:iin, is coupled vlith another masculine
character, Hugh Firmin, his brother. Yvonne occupies e. centroJ. position
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between the

mo

men, and she holclo a position nore central to the core

of' the llovel than any ferri.ale figure in Journey;. · The important ties

that bind these three characters mn.ke them inseparable, but they do
exist on different planes.

I sey this bocaune Yvormc 1 s position in

the novel cones to represent a rejuvena.tion, o. chance for a new life

(or at least nn acceptance of life

as

it is) for Geoffrey, ond she is

thus seen most significantly in light of the central. persona's per-

sona.lity. Hugh likerdoe occupies a subsidiary plane in relation to
Geoffrey; but because IIuc;h io a :man, e.r.d because he ropresento i?1 ms.n;y
rra.ys

a direct contra.st to Geoffrey, he attains more independence as o..

character. While Geoffrey falls increasingly downwnrd to dee.th, llug'h
maintains his stability.

Perle Epstein r.iaintains that Hugh represents

the "life force. 1112 Both Robinson of c61inc'e novel and Htieh of Lmvr.r•s
represent stronger forces th.on the centrnl protagonists.

They perhaps

exert a degree of influence on the course that the negative quest vdll

tol::o, but ultimately the negative hero figure ends alone in a position
that is o.t least partially self-induced.
The cent1"0.l character of Gide's Irmuorolist is orbited by o. :roultitude of lessor masculine cbaracters ar..d by one

~~portant

feminine

charo.cter, Lic.roeline. Marcelino, like Yvonne in Lawry's novel, exists
mo.inly in her relation to the central chri.racter, !.iichel.

Wallace Fowlie

has said, "IIarceline is more a wurning than a womnn, more an effulgence

than a· personage. n13 This io ovcroto.ting the case, but clearly her

12Epstein, P• 98.
13.wallnce Fowlie, Andr6 Gide, .ill::§.~ ~M (new York:
IIo.slroJ.l House, 1 965), p. 53 •
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cha.ra.ctcr must be seen in liGht of Ii!ichel' a ovm.

The minor mnle char-

acters all serve sym.bolic purposec, but there is only one of them that

exerts mzy true force, o.nd that is u6no.J.que. 14 .Among the mauy men that
Michel observes stifled in staGD.ent complacency, !:!6no.lque stands out as

a man truJ.y free, alive, and in control. mfoalque sees through Uichel's
inability to realize his ovm desires, o.ncl he tells Uichcl, "One must

choose • • • •

The chief thing io to know what one wants" (p. 94).

Clearly, Me'nalque has the otrongth to kncm what he wants a.nd to seek

out freely his desireo, even in the face of oco.i1dal..
Unlike the traditional epic, tho r..ecative ep1c figures o. weak cen-

tral protagonist orbited by a minor but far stronccr male chc.rooter.

Ir.stead of

Dll

epic hero who leads hio men, attemptir..g to aid and prop

up the weaker among them, we find a negative hero destined to fail alone,

unable to f ollor1 the example set by one of his stronger f cllor1 oen.
Thus the negative quest a.ppenro norc negative by controot \7ith the

actions of a. more forceful personality.
Related to the negative queot pattern that we hnve discovered in
these three novels is a darkened

setti~,

alluded to briefly before.

This quality of darkness stands in direct contrast to many traditional

epics which appear to be bathed in light.

In the archetypal epic pat-

tern the hero often descends into a. dark underworld, but this darlrness
stands as a perversion of the light, something to get through or over-

ewe.

In

C~line 1 s

work especially, the darkness is where we are born,

have our life, and die.

The novels of both C6line and Laary are often

14nre6 interprets the symbolic :functions of the group of ~oung boys
ns follows: Dachir (health, joy), tloktir (freedom frDil ethics), Charles
(pleasure of orderly exploitation of one's resourceo), IIeurtcvcnt (return to barbarism), and Ali (pure sensuality), .sm,• .£!.i., P• 128.
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referred to as "la.byrintlm. 11 One critic cays of C61ine,

11

1Ierotical,

fUll o-:f dread, CTiving off o. dark r-).erun, his works conjure up a host of
night terroro."15 C6line mocko, "I don't lil:c the oun, as you might
\7elJ. guess. 11

16

The element of darlmess manifests its elf in different ways in the
different novels.

Journey uses the motif of min, mud, and nieht to

darl::en tho ota.ce on v1hich Darda.mu acts.

For cmr:iple;

the ni[;ht • • • to the hospital, a mousetrap set
mud" (p. 98).

11

I rctu...-ned through

in the all-pervading

The novels by Lowry o.nd Gide, on the other ho.nd, depict

sunnier weather.

Still, the rela.tionohip of the pxotaconist to the sun;

symbolic of his relationship to the supreme being, figures strongly in
the otru.cturing of his (the protagonist's) necntivc persono.lity.
Consul, Geoffrey Finnin, illustrates the case:
the cun.

But he llad lost the suru

The

"The Consul looked a.t

it was not his sun. • • •

he did

not want to go a,m·where near it, leant of all, sit in ita light, facing

it0 (p. 205). 17
One critic has noted that the sun in Gide's Irmrroralist symbolizes
Michel's resurrection, as well ao tho realit'J of his recuperation; ho
calJ.s the work a. "masterpiece of hiGh noon. 1118 This view boo.rs truth,
but it oversir.lplifies.

Certainly !Jichel' s quest for heal th lico in the

1 5Erika Ostrovslcy-' C6linc ~~Vision (Hew York:

Hew York

University Preos, 1967J, P• 102.

16c6line in a letter to Eveline Pollet, quoted in Ostrovslcy, p. 103.
1

7!,1alcolm LOWTIJ, Under !h£. Volcano (Uew York: J • n. Lippincott
Compall,Y', 1947), P• 205. All references from this edition. Perle Epstein
(rui. cit., P• 192) notes that the sun and the moon appear a.t inappro-

priate times, making the oosn.oa seem out of order.
18Fowlie, p. 51.
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wa:y of the sunlight, ph;y'sically; but spiritually his path is darker.

During bis stay at la Moriniere, when his destructive spiritual malignancy begins to eat him, and immediately prior to the openir..g of the
"empty hole into which [he] stumbled headlong" (p. 98), the images of
darkness begin.

La

Morini~re

[i.Iichel] 1'"..now" (p. 59).
prowler of the darkness:

lies in the "shadiest wettest country I

When Michel begins poaching he becomes a
"when night fell-and it was the season now

when night falls early-that was our hour" (p. 112). Mud appears in
Gide 1 s novel just as in C<:iline 1 s (though it is not "all pervading"):
"I went back across the fields, through the dew-drenched grass, my
head reeling with darkness, with lawlessness, with a:narcey; dripping,
muddy, covered with leaves" (p. 113). The narrator finds bis exhilera.tion through the anarcny of the night, through the lawlessness of
his theft.
The negative epics, then, use images of darkness or of fear of
sunlight to symbolize alienation-from. society in the case of
from nature and reality in the cases of Barda.mu end Fimin.
Finnin epitomizes this metaphysical anguish:
credibly loathsome was reality" (P. 207).

~.!ichel,

Geoffrey

''How loathsome, how in-

In what amounts to an attempt

to flee their existence, the negative heroes track their negative quests
to the outskirts of civilization.
myths take place in a capital city:

Northrop Frye notes that analogical
the center of the world. 19 The

negative epic, however, figures a pattern of retreat from the center
of the world (i.e. civilization).
19Frye, P• 150.

Bardamu is introduced to the reader
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in the midst of civilization, in a cate on the Place Cliohy in Paris,

an excellent city for depicting "the center of the world" in the twen-

tieth century (and used by Gide as well). After a rambling journey
that carries him to the most remote parts of the world (e.g. Africa
and America), he ends, in effect, in an insane asylum.

The asylum is

located outside of Paris (outside of civilization), and, significantly,
"Paris (?ivilizatio~ is about to swallow it up. • • • It loses a
garden a month" (p. 421). C61ine 1s protagonist can only with difficulty
, avoid "the center of the world."
Lawry's use of location also fits this pattern. Finnin begins
in a rather important post and then regresses, occupying positions of

lesser importance in areas more and more remote.

(In this he is like

Job, who also loses will and prestige as despair ga.ines a foothold.)
His position in the mnall Mexican Village is noted to be the lowest
rung

on the ladder of British foreign service.
Gide's protagonist begins by thanking his circle of friends for

taking the long journey to his "distant abode" (p. 7).

!Inmoralist, like

Under~

Volcano, is written in retrospect, Michel

bas already reached the end of his negative quest.

"I have reached a point in

Since~

my

Re tells his friends,

life beyond 'which I cannot go" (p. 7).

Michel's physical journey begins in the neighborhood of Angers, implied
to be a quiet and conservative enough plaoe. 20 Fran here his journey's
movement seems immitigable1 only briefly in Paris and at Moriniere does
20we are told in the prologue (p. 4) that Michel actually
"began in Paris prior to the time covered by the narrative.
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Michel pause.

The nameless drive sends Michel progressively further

from social contact, until he at last ends in a small house in a sparsely
populated, uncivilized desert area.

Gide dramatizes his remote lo-

cation by describing the journey his friends made to reach Michel:
We arrived here one evening, gasping with heat • • •
after having barely stopped on the way, :first at
Algiers and then at Constantine. At Constantine we
took a second train to Sidi 13. M., where a little
cart was waiting for us. The road comes to an end
some way from the village. • • • We climbed up on
foot; two mules took OU!' luggage (p. 5).
As Northrop Frye notes, e.n:i.mals, e.g. the horse and the dog, as
well as cities may symbolize either prosperity and dignity or chaos
21
and sterility.
In the negative epic the latter role is exploited.
Firmin is followed by a "hideous parriah dog" wherever he goes.

At

the end o:f the novel the dog is thrown into the dark barranca after
A goat is used (in a rather traditional fashion) to represent
22
lechery, cuckholdry, and tragedy.
Perhaps the most famous symbol
him.

in Volcano of nature gone sour resides in Lowry's picturesque descriptiom of Finnin's garden,

The garden is overgown with weeds

that cholrn and kill the flowers, which represent the hope of reconciliation. When Yvonne returns, she tries to weed the garden and :restore it, but it (like their love affair) bas spoiled beyond repair.
At the story's end, Yvonne is trampled by a horse stampeded by the
Consul; nature, reacting to the madness of the negative hero, becomes
itself mad.
21

2

Frye, P• 152.

2Epstein, P• 84.
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The negative quest, then, employs what Prye labels "demonic image-

ry, the symbols of spoilation and rejection, which opposes apocalyptic
imagery, the symbols associated with the straight road toward spiritu.a.1
enlightenment. These demonic images include deserts (nature un:tulfilled),
labyrinths, ruined gardens (to oppose the paradisal garden), the sinister
circle, the wheel of fate or fortune.

The circle or wheel of fate emble-

mizes the sense of predestination found in .Byron's Manfred and the modern
negative epics. 23 Lowry 1 s image of the broken ferris wheel conjures
uniquely the sense of fate warped and ineluctable, After the introductory first chapter of Volcano, the ferris wheel turns backward to "recall" the unalterable sequence of events that led.to Geoffrey's death:
"Over the town, in the dark tempestuous night, backward revolved the luminous wheel!' (p. · 42).

The pattern of seemingly preordained events that

constitute the negative quest lead to the final state of inertia that
overtakes the negative hero.

The movement is one away from civilization

and society, a.way from friendship and love toward deeper immersion in the
landscape of demonic imagery1

the barren desert, over-grown

~en,

broken (ferris) wheel of fate.
The Negative Hero
The negative hero derives frOlll a concept of guilt and inevitable
punishment that has ita literary roots as far back as the stories of
Achlm and of Cain. Each of these Biblical heroes fails a test of will
and

suffers the punisl:lment of alienation a.nq. remorse.

Their fall is

also the fall of Lucifer tram grace, with the exception that Lucifer
23For a discussion of Byron and the wheel and drop ending
in a descending spiral see page 20.

and
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rebels and therefore rejects his guilt. The modern negative hero accepts
his guilt and therefore forfeits a.n;y chance of or desire for rebellion.
Instead, the negative hero brings punishment upon himself or allows others

to punish him. Thia lack of external will and inability to react forcefuJ.ly to the whims of fate also align the negative hero with Job, whose

punishment is arbitrary and simultaneously unavoidable. Like Job, these
heroes have no power to alter their situation; and, like Job, they have
no positive faith strong enough to withstand punishment without despair.

As mentioned before, it is Dyron who creates a hero who self-consciously lives under the punismnent of a vague, preordained fatalism. 1
In his play, Ca.in, Byron inherited the concept of the :fa.11ing Biblical

hero but added his romanticized notions of personality. Like Byron's
hero :Manfred, Cain scorns life with a sour pessimism.

Byron's cha.rac-

teristic indulgence in the persona.lities of Cain and lia.nfred makes them
larger than life-sized. The Biblical heroes, Adam and Cain, a.re larger
than life only because they are emphasized as key characters in the un-

folding of the scriptures-not because they have complex personalities.
Only in 122!! ~ does Byron undercut bis fatalistic hero o.nd thus deflate
him to normal stature.
ing

of

a.

"I want a hero" signals Byron's attempt at creat-

truly non-heroic hero, and his effort succeeds.

~~

But the young hero

is overshadowed by his narrator; and while the long poem re-

veals much of Byron's deepest personal thought, the hero himself remains
outside of Byron and somehow generally untouched by the poet's deeper
despair.

Thus in~ and Ma.n:f.'red Byron exerts his negativism through

characters inflated by ego, while in .lli2a ~he deflates his negativism

--

· while deflating hie hero. And though the double deflation in Don Juan
1see above, page 18.
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JilB\Y'

appear doubly negative, the poem contains a good humor and buoyancy

that are the opposite of negativism. 2
The heroes of the negative epics do not exceed nonna.l size (ie. they
are of the n1ow mimetic mcide") 3 and though they are deflated, often humorously, they do not end as humorous (as does, sey, Yoasa.rie.n of Catch-22);

they exert a. negative impact unmodified by laughter. This negativity
distinguishes the heroes of the works under col'.!Dideration from other
types of heroes.
Heroes may be compared according to the amount of force they exert
as characters.

Thus, though a character such as

:r:~red

may

be labeled

as "negative," the amount of force he exerts on the people and spirits

with wham he comes in contact prevent him from being a. -truly "negative"
hero, a non-foree.
having

From the point of view of force, heroes range from

supernatural power to no power at all. As for considerations of

motive, heroes range from very destructive to very constructive. At
the extreme point of destruction stands the hero of powerful rebellions
this is the anti-hero. The anti-hero often embodies a.nimosities and
enmities of a certain sector or groupJ historically he is the rebel
against society and convention. Modern literature's most extreme antiheroes would probably be those created by Artaud or

Gen'.~t.

extreme, cruelty and diabolism have the greatest forceJ as

At this
Gen~t

argues,

evil can lead to sainthood as easily as piety.
Opposed to the anti-hero, and at the extreme of constructiveness,
stands the traditional. hero figure who upholds a positive code and
2ilelen Gardner, ''Don Juan, n B;yl::on:
Essays, ed. Tu.ul West (Engl:ewood Cliffs:

3Frye, P• 97.

!. Collection ,9.! Critioal
Prentice-Hall, 1963 ), P• 120.
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struggles against destruction.

This forceful hero may champion the

beliefs of a race, as did the great epic heroes, or a "generation," as
does the liemingway hero (who has often been mis-labeled as an anti-hero
figure), who upholds a personal code and a sense of masculine dignity
regardless of his despair. The force of the traditional heroes is eesentiaJ.l.y positive, because it glorifies the dignity of man.

Thus even

though a great hero may die or be defeated, he retains his faith in his
personal code and his dignity to the end. Thu.a the great tragic heroes
often have a positive impact, even though they end in pessimistic ruin,
because they have contributed to the glorification of the human pose.
At the extreme of power, between and far above the two poles of
positive and negative, stand the supel."Ila.tural heroes:

those who have

undergone an apotheosis and risen above the world to a level beyond
mortal good and evil. From the destructive extreme, from the rebels
and anti-heroes, has risen Satan, the diabiolical hero who has gained

immortality and strength through extreme evil. From the side of constructive concern, from the upholders of a positive code, bas risen
Christ, who ha.a attained immortality and an unearthly kingdom through
acts of supreme goodness. The supernatural heroes have risen up from
the extreme points of force, whether destructive or constructive, and
embody the

maximum

amount of power. Thus Adam, the true hero of

Milton's Paradise Lost, is overshadowed by the oominating forces of the
supernatural characters, Satan and God (Christ).
At the extretne point of weakness stands the negative hero.

The

negative hero has fallen to his present state and cannot rise, since
he ha.a been deprived of strength or force. Here rebellion is hope-
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leas, and. neither positive code nor destructive power can release the
non-hero from his impotency.

His fall has been from the level of po-

tential happiness to final despair, and this fall is psychological-involving a disillusionment with him.self--as well as

aocial--ilIV'ol~g

a disillusionment with societal mores and codes.
The "absurd hero" described by Comus aims his glance toward God
by way of the positive pole, since he hopes without hope, li.lce a

blind man who detenninedly waits for a dawn that will not arrive. 4
The "mock hero, 11 a hero f:-such as Don Juan or Don Quixote-:lwhose main
interest is to ridicule-heroism, stands somewhere above the negative
hero, since humor t;ives him some power through ridicule, bu.oyancy,
or comic relief. Many stories that chronicle the fall of a frustrated
man may contain within their structure a subsequent rise, as that

found in Dostoevsky's Crime , 2 Punishment, and thus fall short of
complete negativity.

The negative hero, then, exists without hope

in a wa:y similar to the absurd hero with the :important difference
that the negative hero does not exert his will in spite of despair,
nor does he possess the energy to hope without hope.

He

looks upward

only vaguely through the destructive side--as in the case of Gide's
Michel or Lowry 1 s Finnin-or he does not look upward at all-as with
cc:;line' s Bardamu.
The three modern novels presently ur.der consideration, then,
share similarities with regard to their peculiar depiction of a nonheroic stance.

Obviously there are differences as well.

But common

1lli:. Myth .Q! Sisyphus ~ Other: Essa;ys, trans.
Justin O'Brien (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), P• 5.
4Albert crunus,
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factors exist that mey be labeled as characteristics of the negative

epic hero; and these qualities stand in negative relation to the tre.ditionaJ. role of the pooitive epic hero and the gods vdth whom he
associates.

As mentioned before, the negative hero lives in a darkness that
opposes the supernatural light which surrounds the epic hero.

This

darlmess recapitulates the darlmess into which Satan, Adam, and Cain
are cast as lasting punishment.

Geoffrey Firmin avoids light, as is

symbolized by a sunflower, of which he ecys:

"I know it watches me

and I lmow it hates me" (p. 144). Finnin 1 s seeking of darkness aep-

arates him from his ex-wife, Yvonne, who asks him:

''Must you go on

and on forever into this stupid darkness, seeking it, even now, where

I cannot reach you, ever on into the darkness • • • • "(p. 50). D. B.
Dodson notes that "Geoffrey Finnin 1 s aspiration toward divine knowledge
and atonement lies not in the way of the White but rather of the Black
Magician, self-destructive, spiritually doomed, in search for kether,
or light. 11 5 The images of Under~ Volcano, suggest, moreover, that
Geoffrey will find-through destruction-darkness, .E.Qi light.
Finnin appears first to the reader in a cantina, where he has

been drinking all night.
main, not the

SUil.Izy"

La Calle Nicaragua.

The dark interior of the bar is his do-

outdoors, where he becomes dizzy and falls on
The novel's moments of brightness and gaiety do

not feature Geoffrey, as when Yvonne takes a pleasant horse ride
through the countryside vdth Hugh Fimin.

5Dodson, P• 18.

The "Farolito" ("light-
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house"), the bl.lr where Geoffrey becomes suopectea by the police,
symbolizc3 the li£ht th..-:-.t ho cannot find.

Directly from the "Farolito0

Geoffrey io to.ken a.nu throvm into "la barranca, 11 the deep ditch that
cOhles to oymbolize the pit where all refuse ends-the pit of hell,
since "the name of this lnnd iG hell" (p. 36).

The novel ends a.t

night.

Darkness also pcrvadeo Cciline's novel, as io indicated by its
title.

All plot movement, both major and minor, tends to end in fig-

urco of night.

Thia movement recapitulates Bardamu 1 s view of life,

as it is stated in t:P.-e novel:
which ends in night" (p. 119).

11

that 1 s all life io, a bit of light

Tiiuch of the novel hns the quality of

delirium or nig.'1.tmo.re, filled with nicht creatures,

11

[:,Tinnins; ga:r-

goylco and. tormented mockeries of men. 116 Bardomu, tl1oueh a. victim
of circumstance often, actun.lly seems to seek the darkncso, though

his seekine bas no destructive m;ythica.l foundation, as does Finn.in 1 s
Cabba'lictic descent into spiritual defeat.

The myth, by ioplication,

appears to be that encountered. throughout:

the myth of Adam/Cain,

at once the o.rch criminal and archetypaJ. phn.molr.os7 of' both Satan and
The negative heroes indulge in this darkness and reinforce their

God.

isolation froo. the positive spiritual pole.

Neither Bardamu, Finnin,

or lllichel accept, approach, or seek a relationship rdth God.
\'1bile struggling against death, 11ichel refuses his wife's of:fer

of

~rayer,

6

he rejects God.

Ostrovoky, P• 94

7scapegoat.

Frye, P• 98.
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I was to fight with eve:cytbingJ my salvation depended
on myself alone. • • • "You mustn't pre;y- for me, Marceline. • • • He would have a right to my gratitude afterwards. It entails obligations. I don't like them." (p. 26).
The negative hero does not rebel against the gods in the Promethean
sense; for his revolt lacks both importance and power. Rather, the
heroes exist away from God, separated, as were Adam and Cain.
Geoffrey, himself, suggests a qualification of the Adamic myth&
Do you know, Quincey, I've often wondered whether there
isn't more in the old legend of the Garden of Eden, and so
on, than meets the eye. What i f Adam wa.sn 't really banished from the place at all? That is, in the sense we
used to understand it. • • • What if his punishment really consisted in his having to J!S. ,2!! liying there, alone,
of course-suffering, unseen, cut off from God ••• •" ~P• 133).
The punishment, then, is the isolation, the darkness of the postLapsarion world.

Geoffrey's guilt, similar to Cain 1s, stems at

least partially from his murderous actions (during World War II).
Lowry takes the reader beneath the surface into the subliminal workings of the mind, ca.using us to empathize with the tonnents of this

modern guilt-ridden Cain, and to follow closely his ritualistic selfsacrifice.
In his solitude, the negative hero enters a relationship with

lite and death uncushioned by a stable role in either family or society.
Significantly, the negative hero states this awareness in essentially
negative terms, as in Geoffrey's statement, "How loathsome, how incredibly loathsome was reality" (p. 207).

The sensitivity of Barda.mu

heightens his vision of death ("when one baa no imagination, dying is
a small matter, but for the :imaginative man, dying is too much"

[i>•

22-

2~ ) , while Michel 1a vision of lite results in a death (Marceline' a).

The Adamic isolation and one-to-one relationship with things en-
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tails an anti-feminism that results from a cutting of ties with the
outside world. A denial of love, while often characteristic of the
traditional epic hero, is perverted in the negative epics, since the
negative heroes indulge in sex, while denying or failing at expressions
of love.

The brief succor obtained from sex cannot last, however,

and :Bardamu must leave even Molly, the Detroit prostitute who has
given him much pleasure, though he can only guess wh;y he must tear
away:

''N'iaybe that is what one is looking for throughout life, that

and nothing more; the greatest misery there is to feel, so as to.became
oneself truly before death" (p. 227). Thus even the positive attachment of a liaison becomes perverted to pain.
:Ba.rdamu 1s sexual experience, though different frcm the Consul's,
relates in that the latter also has relations with a prostitute.
Symbolic of Finnin 1 s negative expression of love, "success" with a
prostitute takes place after he has been impotent in his attempts
at intercourse with Yvonne, for whom he cannot form the love he
longs to have. While copulating viith Maria, the Consul thinks;
"the only thing alive in him now [is] this burning boiling crucified
evil organ- •• •out of this suffering something must be born,.ana.-

wha.t would be born was his

own

death" {p. 349). Shortly after his

relations with the whore, Finnin hea.qs toward his union with darknesa in the ba.rranca.
Pamllel to Journey and Volcano,

~

Immora.list depicts the

destruction of love in the interest of physical sensation.

Both

-

Volcano and The I:mmoralist are explicitly uxorioidal. 01" Volcano
one critic says, "Geoffrey's decline and rejection of Yvonne is all
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part of a ritualistic murder, whioh is completed when he sends the

mysterious ho:rae (num.be::- 7) to trample her in the dark woods below

the Farolito."

8

~

.Immoralist, a.s well, chronicles a "ritualistic

murder," where 1Iichel, driven by an uncontrolled and only vaguely
understood lust for life, sacrifices Marceline for his :t'reedan by
taking her faster and deeper into the heat (intensity) of the South.
Dy accentuating the physicality of woman, and by empba.sizing

the elements of u:x:orioidal violence and homosexuality, the three
heroes under consideration a.re attackers of the Female Principle.

:But misogyny ante-dates modern literature, and probably has its first
expression in stories depicting the female traitor, from Eve ani! Delilah to Hamlet's mother.

What sets the negative hero apart from

other anti-fem1n1ne heroes is his intense self-infatuation, an infatuation not arisen from self-love, as is usual in Uarcissiumt but
from self-bate or, at least, intense self-disillusioll!llent.

In the

case of llichel, the disillusioll!llent comes only after self-love, and
only after his self-infatuation has precipitated the death of another
11

self, 11 Marceline. Moreover, the anti-feminism is not an end in its elf,

but rather an extenuation of the negative hero's turning within himself.

An association with excrement or bodily discharge au@llents the
sense of debasement and disillusionment or futility.

Robinson, in

Journey, makes the debasing connection between love (including sex)
and excrement, when he answers :V;adelon-who has chased him doggedly-

thusly:
All this sentimental monkey-buoineso you 1 re sc

8nodaon, P• 15.
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fond of-d •you want me to tell you how that strikes
me? It seems to me like making love in a lavatory! (p. 305).
Twice in J ourne:r characters die by virtual1.y "urinating'' blood, associating the procreative organ and the fluid of life with the excre-

mental organ. A young girl, symbolic of the destructiveness of (sexual) love, bleeds to death slowly after an a.bortion1 J3ardamu stands
helplessly by--her pa.rents won't allow her to go to a hospital for
fear of shame-while her blood forms a growing puddle. During the war,

a wounded captain leans against a tree, pissing blood and dying. The
urination of blood depicts the ultimate futility and commonness of
life's slow dias:Uution into death.

Celine uses excrement in a way

similar to Swift's: for the s:lmultaneous demonstration of mmianness
and of baseness.
In !h2, Imm.om.list excrement does not· provoke obsessive emphasis,
as it does in Journey or in Gulliver's Travels. Vaniting blood provides the symbolically and metaphorically significant image of bodily
discharge in The Immoralist, where Michel• s coughing up of blood
represents the dea.th and expulsion of his old sel:f'. He speaks of a.
blood clot:
oasil)n.

"it was no longer bright, clear blood as on the first oo-

It was a :frightful great clot which I spat on to the ground in

disgust" (p. 22). The vomited blood that stains Ma.rceline 1 s gown,
sheets, and bands represents her ritualistic

aacri~ice

by Michel

(p. 142). This kind of bloody discharge is contrasted by the fresh,

actually beautiful blood of the Amb boy who cuts his finger (p. 21).
Representing vitality and life, the boy's blood-contrasted with Marceline's--comes to symbolize the ideal of sensual life for which
Michel strives but does not attain within the context of the novel.
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Pa.ralleling the bodily discharge in these two novels is the
"abyss a.a toilet theme 11 of Lowry•e Voloano. 9 The Consul, having
slipped as low as possible on the social ladder, is virtually "excreted" out, into the deep ditch where refuse often ends. Debased
to both Yahoo and phannakos, the Consul represents the continued regression from Gulliver, fran the pose between reason and irra.tiona.l.ity
to a succumbing to the latter.
Each of the negative heroes, then, is associated with excrement
or bodily discharge; this association implies his undesirability in
the social system.

In contra.st to the tra.di tiona.l epic hero, the neg-

ative hero is weak pcyaically and unable to lead or aid his "tribe."
Significantly, all three of the heroes auffer from some sickness:
13ardamu, fever in Atrica1 Michel, tuberculosis in Africa; Geoffrey

Finnin, alcoholism in Mexico.

Badamu, who is himaelf a doctor and

therefore in a position to constructively aid his society, fails often
in his practice; the most touching example involves Bebert, a young

boy \Vho dies pathetically of a.n incurable disease.
The OonEJUJ., as well, is unable to help his tribeJ his consulship
is an empty service. Further, his wartime contribution (a contribution

at the center of the epic hero's leadership) haunts him with

guilt-

he hints at an incident in which German officers were burned in hie
ship's boiler :f'urnace--and when Dr. Vigil approaches with a newspaper,
Firmin hallucinates strange headlines:

"Old Sama.ritan case to be :re-

opened, Commander Firmin believed 1n Mexico."
acquitted, cries in a box."
%pstein, P• 61 •

"Firmin found guilty,

"Firmin innocent, but bears guilt of world
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on shoulders 11 (p. 137).

Geoffrey's only serviceable role is that of

pharmakos, one who assumes guilt; but to what extent he is to absorb
the world's guilt is uncertain. Perle Epstein interprets hie quest a.s
one of assumption of guilt as opposed to pure destruction:

"Can Geoffrey

assume the guilt of the world on his shoulders, is he equipped to
perfoxm the Messianic descent; or has he merely become an engine of
destruction for destruction's eake?tt 10 Unlike tho nrohaetypal regeneration of other ttdeacending messiahs," Geof:f'rey 1 s psychological,
spiritual, and peysica.l fall does not result in a. purgation and. subsequent regeneration. \'Ii thin the bounds of the novel his fall iB
complete and final.

Thus he remains symbolice1ly related to Cain

and Adam, rather than to Christ or to the scarcely less immortal
0 aaviors,"

the epic heroes.

10Ibid., p, 87 ..
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COlK}LUSIOU

Both in narrative struoture and in charac.terization of the hero,
the negative epics employ symbols that depict defeat.

What this de-

feat represents is a frustration of will and a subsequent desire to
escape the self.

ln Biblical terms, represented in both the Old and

New Testament, the desire to escape the frustrated self means a rise
above material existence (this world) to a. spiritUal erlstenoe (heav-

en), that other, per:f'eot world, free of all frustrations.

In modern

terms, represented best by Freud's controversial explanation, the de-

sire to escape the frustrated self means a desire to return to inorganic matter, in other words, a death wish.

1

The self as e. burden exists aa a concept long before the existentialist thought of,

s~,

Kierkegaard.

Job asks, "Wby hast thou

set me as a mark again.st thee, so that I am a burden to myself?"

(7i20)J and resolves, "wherefore I abhor myself • • • therefore I

despise myself, and repent in dust and ashes'' (42:6).

Set against

the abhorrent self is the serenity of death, expressed in one of the
most lyrical lines fran. the Book of Jobs

"For thou shalt be in

league with the stones of' the field; and the beasts of the field shall

1cF. Norman o. Brown, .!!lli Against Death: ~ l'sychoanal.ytical
Meaning ,2! Histox;y: (Middletown, Conn: Wesleyan University 'Press, 1959),
PP• 294-295, for a discussion relating Freud, Swift, and scatalogy.
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be at peace with thee 11 (5:2:;).

A return to the inorganic represents

freedom for the spirituaJ. hero, Job, from the pain of selfhood, a pain
that the Greco-Roman traditionally withstood, as evinced by Aeneas,
who--though defeated in

Troy~intones:

If you wish with your whole hearts
To follow a man who dares all, even to death,
Then follow me • • • • 2

In the Book of Job the body physical repreeents transience, that
which must be cast away:

"Man wastes e.we:y like a rotten thing, like

a gannent that is moth-eated" (13:28).

Freud, reminds us,

11

As Nonnan

o.

Brown, echoing

the morbid attempt to get away from the body can

only result in a morbid fascination ••• in the death of the body. 113
The body thus becomes associated with excrement, since the body must
eventually decay and be discharged" by the spirit in death; and it is
this association, holds Brown, that caused Swift to see man as a dirty
"Yahoo. 04
Thus death, the final release from self and body, is unconsciously
sought by the negative hero, while the traditional epic hero--though
equal1y fascinated \vith death--maintains his strength and therefore
his selfhood before the threat of annihilation. 5 Further, the epic
hero in one sense holds his body sacred, as is implied by not only the
prolific Greco-Roman sculpture on that subject, but also by the ex-

2v1rgil, The Aeneid, trans. Patric Dickinson (New York:
American Library, 1961), P• 38.

5cook, P• 18. See above, P• 15.

New
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plicit anti-teminimn of the masculine hero.

The epic hero, eg. Aeneas,

must keep hie physical self available :tor the fulfillment of his quest
and must deey woman, eg. Dido, not because he hates love, but because
he holds his duty above love and woman.

This anti-feminimn is perverted

, (perhaps first) by Byron, who dwells on sexual love (though not mar-

riage) and indicates that love is higher than war, mocking the ideal
heroes such as Aeneas, who leaves Dido, and Hector, who leaves Andram.ache.
The trend toward·exploitation of the physical, transient body carries
into the implied philosophies of Bardamu and Firmin, both of whom indulge symbolically' with whores, and Michel, who aooepts homosexuality
along with promiscuity.

In every case, however, the world of sense

provides only brief respite, and the ending note alvmye stresses an
ending, a passing from the world ot sense.
Tillyard notes that modern fiction, in depicting aleination,
fails to inspire a greater, rather than a lesser, involvement in
life. 6 Yet, paradoxically, the intense--though blind-eea.:rchea in
which the heroes of the three modern novels participate imply a great
degree of inVolvement with "life." And while this may not be the conventional life of the sannambulant daily worker who Dostoevsky calls
· derogatively the "direct man," it is the life of a man in contact with
existence as it is encountered outside the realm of colIV'entional peroeption. Denial is necessary to free oneself from oolIV'ention, and, as
Carlyle bas said, denial can serve a legitimate function:
Indeed, denial i teelf can thus be viewed as having
a vital i f negative function: 'The fever of Scepticism.

6Tillyard, 1!!!, Epi) Strain _Y! ~English Novel (London:
Obatto and Windus, 1963 , P• 166.
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must needs burn itself out thereby the Impurities
that caU§ed it1 then again there be clearness,
health.n
The negative heroes are therefore "involved" in life, though they

take an intensely negative stance. The "Impurities" which, according

to Henri Peyre, Celine and writers like him destroy are, among other
things, the "complacencies of business and wealth-apatby. 118 Yet when,
elsewhere, Peyre states that "evil • • • to Celine and Gide assumes the
appearance of a positive, diabolical :force," he has gone too far. 9

Purification through cruelty; while perhaps achieved in part in
. same of Celine's more scathing eoenea, belongs to the philosophies
of Genet and Arte.ud rather than to those ot Ce'line, Gide, or Lowry.

Nor can one claim that the three writers under consideration use evil
or skepticism in the V1S:3' Carlyle would ultimately see them used.
Within the bounds ot the novels, the defeat and fall are final; there
are no rejuvenations.

And

though Northrop Frye demonstrates that,

once the fUll circle of diabolism. and despair have been traveled,
literature breaks through to satire and e. subsequently more hope:tul
view, the three negative epics here treated end at the point which
Frye calla the tour abolie, the goal of the quest that isn't there. 10
Gide, Celine, and Lowry exhibit in other works a tendency toward

7Walter Houghton quoting Oa.r'.cyle in ~ Victorian Frame .Q!.
Yale u. P., 1957), P• ;1.

~ (?Tew Haven:

8nenri Peyre, Literature~ Sincerit;'.( (new Haven: Yale
1963), P• 340.

u.

P.,

9Peyre, ~ OontemporaJ:1'. French Novel (New York:
1955), P• 42.

u.

P.,

10

Frye, P• 239•
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rejuvenation:

Under !h! Volcano, for example, was to be the "hell

. section" of an ascending trilogy ending w1 th ~ Forest

~ .!Q. ~

SpriMJ and C~line's work, according to one critic, represents-on
the whole--a move toward affinnation, since it attacks western man's
egocentrioity. 11

:But, especially for C~line and Lowry, the negative

· expressions of their view of the world provide the vehicle for their
best expressions artistically.

The "breakthrough" to the other side

of the literary circle, i f one accepts the construct, to the positive
world of myth and heroic :fantasy, lies within the efforts of authors
such as Saul Bellow (Henderson !h!, ~!!!lg), John Barth (Giles~

5 ) and, perhaps at the extreme and in Il1Blli1 wa:ys very close to the
ancient epics, J. R. R. Tolkien (The~ .Q£. ~Ring!!).
"The great paradox of the epic lies in the fact that the partial
repudiation of earlier epic tradition is itself tra.ditiona.11112 The
works of wr1tera like C6line-Whose Journey Sharon Spencer calls
11

_the negation of a nove1" 13-renect the 11unconsoious metaphysic of

. a group" {to use Tillyard' s tem) in that they reflect the metaphysica1
anguish of the twentieth century.

Therefore, through the inversion

of a fonn which traditionally repudiates itself, they depict e. "chorio
effect"-the most essential aspect of an epic form according to
11 colin

w. Nettel beck, "Journey to the End of Art: The Evolution
of the Novels of Louis-Ferdinand C~11ne," ™• Vol. ert (January, 1972),
p. 89. Uettelbeck does see Journey as "unequivicably negative."
1 2willde, P• 10.
13sba.ron Spencer, Space, Time, ~Structure ,W_ the Modern

Novel (New York:

N. Y. U. P., 1971), P• 54.
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Tillyard. As one critic sa:ys of Celine,
He recounts a physical and spiritual odyssey which,
in spite of its crudeness and its incredible string
of misfortunes, appears like a mirror of twentieth
century liuman existence.
Thus through a "distorted" perception, these writers reflect the
anxieties of sensitive modern men.
A stance of denial-traceable throughout literature-legitimately
employs a pl\Jt pattern that chronicles a move away from social involvement and downward toward spiritual psychological, and social failure
as its especial vehicle.

The negative epic thus expresses a repudiation

of societal involvement, rather than an affiDDation of it.

Both socially

and psychologically the negative epics represent opposition to the
traditional epic concern with the foundation of a permanent CO!!Illlunity
and

assert an ethic which eschews stability, establishment, and per-

manence based on power. This attack of community is social in that it
is leveled at the decrepitude of modern industrial society.

But the

nature of the negative .epic hero's abnegation is more than social.

By

dissolving the connections with an outside world which he rejects as
mundane and complaisant, the negative hero places himself on the edge
of the most difficult frontier:

the ultimate confrontation between the

human mind and the impersonal world. Yvonne writes Geoffrey:

"it is

as though you were awa:y at war • • • but no war could have this power
to so chill and terrify my heart" (p. 345). This confrontation with
reality remains obscnre and recondite and can be communicated finally
only in the entirety of the novels themselves.

Unquestionably the neg-

14Rima Drell Reck, "L. F. C~line: The lfovelist as Antagonist, 11
in~ French Novelist,!!!~ Twentieth Centu.I;r (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1969), P• 192.
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ative hero's quest lies downward by the path of psychological and
spirituaJ. tonnentt a tonnent especially relevant in a modern world
where physical

~omforte

fail to provide spiritual peace of mind.

· This downward movement chronicles the rejection of compliance and
comfort and takes the fonn of an individual apocalypse.
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